The Global Lightwork Grid
This grid is intended as a tool for those who regularly engage in prayer or global lightwork advocacy
on behalf of the Highest Possible Outcome to unfold on Earth within Divine Will with as much Ease,
Grace, Mercy, Compassion, and Love as possible. It may empower your work to manifest and create a
bright future for yourself and for the world. Use it to imagine the release of blockages within the
planet's grid system, to advocate for a specific place in need, or leave it up to support your daily
prayer activities. The Global Lightwork Prayer Grid is also an excellent personal or professional
advocacy tool because we are made of and belong to the Earth. What brings balance and flow to the
Earth, tends to do the same for all else.
Stones Included:
Center: 1 Green Earth Healing Quartz
The Green Earth Healer Quartz has many extremely powerful and practical qualities that makes it a
must-have in the tool box of the serious energy worker, healer, herbalist, or for anyone who requires
deep and profound healing, restoration, or “plugging back in” to systems of support in either the
spiritual or physical levels. Green Earth Healer Quartz is a bridge, an amplifier, a weaver, an anchor, a
purifier, and a teacher of the hidden wisdom of nature. Use it to assist you to maximize the vital
properties of the herbal kingdom, to attract or call in abundance and prosperity, or to fully anchor and
regulate higher spiritual energies to the physical level for healing, reconnection, or manifestation. It
can be used as a an active healing tool during energy work sessions, in a gem elixir, as meditation
piece, or in earth healing ceremony.
Triangle: 6 Rose Quartz
Rose Quartz has long been considered a stone that illuminates the heart, soothes a restless spirit, and
nurtures the soul. It is said to help us embrace love in all its many forms, such as maternal, brotherly
or humanitarian, as well as passionate. It is connected directly with the heart and emotional body and
assists in gentle shifts toward more loving states, such as forgiveness, nurturing, comfort, and
bonding. It is often associated with nurturing and compassionate aspects of the Divine Feminine, and
specifically with Mother Mary.
Star: 6 Amblygonite
Amblygonite is a lithium rich mineral, like lepidolite, and therefore has calming, soothing, and
stablizing characteristics. The beautiful pale yellow color gives it a luminous quality, such as sunshine
that warms the soul. It brings the essence of Divine Light, happiness, joy, and love.
Dot: 6 Shungite
The algae colonies that produced the carbon for shungite are some of the earliest forms of life on
earth. This makes it a good support for memory, past life work, and connecting to ancestors, spirit

guides, and ancient civilizations. Shungite is also used for accessing pure, primal patterns, which
would lend it well to any corrective, healing, or deeply transformational activity of any kind.
Open Circle: Girasol Quartz
Girasol is a clear, milky white, or extremely pale pink variety of quartz. The name comes from the
Italian girasole, "turn towards the Sun". Its solar name, electric qualities as a form of quartz, and
optical effect reveal that girasol can help the subtle body readjust after phenomena like solar flares.
Girasol quartz is also connected to the element of water and the brightness of inner illumination. It
provides a vehicle for moving into the mists of other realms and to strengthen our contact with the
Beings of these realms for mutual help and understanding. It is a stone of innocence and faith, magic
and fairies. It represents the crystal clear waters of our spirits, cleansed of the murkiness that has
accumulated by lifetimes of human experiences.
Solid Circle: 6 Chrysocolla
Chrysocolla is an Angelic Earthworker. It comes from Peru where many angel-linked stones originate
(mangano calcite, angelite, andean opals, pyrite, etc). It is connected deeply with the Divine Plan of
the planet and assists to hold and maintain a vibration of trust and coordination between dimensions.
It is a link for angelic lightworkers on Earth to connect to angelic lightworkers in upper dimensions.
This link provides a vehicle for evolutionary energies to filter into the Heart of Gaia and the energetic
systems of the planet. It assists integrating the Heart and Throat Chakras, feeling and
communicating, and activates the High Heart Chakra.
Square: 6 Golden/Yellow Opal
All opal is associated with the element of water, and therefore, emotional healing. Yellow opal, because of its
additional connection with the solar plexus due to its color, can assist to correct imbalances between the mental
and emotional body. It has been useful in mitigating the negative effects of solar flare activity that often creates a
disconnect between mental and emotional processing.

Recommended Protocol:
This is an excellent grid to leave running as an interactive “prayer” for the planet, as well as being a
tool to assist you to plug in and send your positive, healing intentions to any urgent situation that
emerges on the global scene. It can also be used as a general healing grid used under a bed, chair,
or massage table.
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